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Due to the often extreme energies employed, contemporary methods of laser delivery utilized in clinical
dermatology allow for a dangerous amount of high-intensity laser light to reflect off a multitude of surfaces,
including the patient's own skin. Such techniques consistently represent a threat to both patients and
practitioners alike. The intention of this work was therefore to develop a technique that mitigates this
problem by coupling the light directly into the tissue via physical contact with an optical waveguide.  In this
manner, planar waveguides cladded in silver with thin-film active areas were used to illuminate agar tissue
phantoms with nanosecond-pulsed laser light at 532 nm. The light then either refracted or optically tunneled
through the active area, subsequently generating ultrasonic waves within the phantom through
photoacoustics, whose peak-to-peak intensity directly correlated to the internal reflection angle of the beam.
Consequently, angular spectra for energy delivery were recorded for silver and titanium films of variable
thickness. Optimal energy delivery was achieved for internal reflection angles ranging from 43 to 50
degrees, depending on the active area and thin film geometries, with titanium films consistently delivering
more energy across the entire angular spectrum, due to its relatively high refractive index. The technique
demonstrated herein therefore represents a viable method of energy delivery for biological tissue while
minimizing the possibility for stray light. It is anticipated that incorporating such a technology into a hand-
held unit would upgrade both the safety and efficacy of laser dermatology procedures.
